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INTRODUCTION 
LET W be a Weyl group or an affine Weyl group of rank n. Let W act naturally on the 
n-dimensional vector space V = R” and C be the set of the reflections of V contained in W. 
For each s E 1 denote by H,\ the hyperplane of the fixed points of s in V. Let C be a chamber, 
i.e. a connected component of V - U H,, and H,q, s E S(C), be the set of walls of C. Then, 
as is well known, (W, S(C)) is a Coxeter system, i.e. W has a representation with the 
generating set S(C) and the defining relations (sI)~“.‘) = 1, where m (s, t) is the order of the 
elementsfin Wifs#tandm(s,s)=l fors,IEX:. 
Let W act naturally on Vc = V + flP’( 5 C”), the complexification of V. We set: 
Y,, = V, - D with D = Lx’H., + ,/-%I,). 
Then W acts properly on this space and we call the quotient space Yw/ W the space of regular 
orbits of W. 
The following theorem has been proved by R. H. Fox and L. Neuwirth for the Weyl 
group of type A, in [5], by E. Brieskorn for every Weyl group in [3] and by E. Bannai for 
the affine Weyl groups of rank 2 in [I]. 
THEOREM. Under the above notation, the fundamental group n,( Yw/ W) is the Artin group 
of the same type as W, i.e. the group with a generating set g,y, s E S(C), and the dejining 
relations: 
g.&T,g< . . . = g&g, . . 
m(s, t) factors m(s, t) factors’ 
For the affine Weyl groups, the above assertion has been stated as a conjecture in [I]. In 
the present paper we shall settle this conjecture in the affirmative. Also we shall show how 
to obtain the above theorem by a cellular decomposition approach. This approach, which 
will be explained roughly below. is closely related with that used by Fox and Neuwirth, 
whereas Brieskorn and Bannai have virtually followed an algebraic geometry approach, 
mainly the classical theorem of Zariski. 
As in Fox and Neuwirth[5] and Nakamura[8] and as in Nakamura-Huynh Mui[9], for 
W being the Weyl groups of type A, and of type B,, D, respectively, we can introduce on 
l;r in a natural way a W-equivariant cellular structure c(Ve, W) such that D has a 
W-equivariant substructure and such that the set of cells in Yu. is W-free. 
Let V,’ = V, U {x} denote the one-point compactification of Vc. Then V,” has also a 
W-equivariant cellular structure by considering the added point {cc > as a fixed point of W 
as well as a new O-cell. Clearly in the case where W is a (finite) Weyl group, c(V,,O, W) is 
a W-equivariant (finite) CW-complex and D U (r~ ). is a W-equivariant subcomplex. Now 
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the computation of n,( Yw/ W) can be realized by means of the 2-skeleton of the dual complex 
of c( Vco, W). In particular,.for the Weyl group of type A, this approach was followed by Fox 
and Neuwirth[5] as stated above and in the case of D, by the author in [lo]. 
In the case where Wis an affine Weyl group, c( Vco, W) cannot be a CW-complex. Thus, 
the above approach cannot be used in this case. To overcome this point we shall follow a 
modified approach proposed by Huynh Mui, namely, instead of using the CW-complex 
structure, we use the notion of CW-semicomplex due to him and then we formulate the 
fundamental group by means of this kind of structure. The CW-semicomplexes have the 
merit that they have the homotopy extension property. So many homotopy theories for 
CW-complex can be extended to them. Moreover many important cellular structures (e.g. 
the finite cellular decompositions of open manifolds) are CW-semicomplexes but not 
C W-complexes. 
The paper is divided into two parts. In part I we introduce the notion of CW- 
semicomplex and compute the fundamental group of a manifold with suitable CW- 
semicomplex structure in $1. Further, we apply this result to compute the fundamental 
groups of a class of orbit spaces containing Yw/ W as special cases. This technique is merely 
an extension of the well used theory for the computation of the fundamental group. 
However, it seems that these techniques were never expounded in detail in the mathematical 
literature except for a brief indication in [5]. In part II, we shall show how to obtain a cellular 
decomposition on Vc from a family of hyperplanes in V in general position, then apply it 
to the family of walls of the Weyl chambers. The main theorem will be proved in the last 
section ($5) for an arbitrary affine Weyl group without using the classification theory of the 
reflection groups. 
I want to acknowledge my deep gratitude to Professor Huynh Mui for his generous and 
inspiring guidance. I am also indebted to all the members of the Algebra and Algebraic 
Topology Seminar at the University of Hanoi for their suggestions. 
I. C W-SEMICOMPLEX 
$1. THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP OF MANIFOLDS WITH 
CWSEMICOMPLEX STRUCTURE 
As we know, CW-complex is a very useful notion. But many important cellular 
decompositions are not C W-decompositions. In this section, following Huynh Mui, we shall 
introduce the class of CW-semicomplexes as stated in the introduction. Then we shall 
compute the fundamental group of a manifold with suitable CW-semicomplex structure. 
The material of this section is mainly due to Huynh Mui. 
Let B” be the standard ball lE8” = (x E R”I I/x/I I l>, 9-l its boundary and 
&=E_P-‘. 
Let X be a Hausdorff with a cellular decomposition c = {eijis, and X(“’ the n-skeleton 
of X. Then we define: 
DeJnition 1.1. (a) (X, c) is called a semicomplex if for each q-cell e of c, there exists an 
open nonempty subset S, of 9-l and a continuous map: 
0, : (IQ9 U S,, S,)+(e U X(9-‘), X(9-l)) 
such that Q&u : b “de is a homeomorphism onto e and P = Q,,(l!l” U S,). This map is called 
the characteristic map of the q-cell e. 
(b) A semicomplex (X, C) is said to be a CW-semicomplex if c satisfies the Closure finite 
condition and if X has Weak topology w.r.t. C. 
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The dimension of a semicomplex (X, C) is the smallest number n such that Xc”) = X. 
Let C’ c c and A = Up, e. Then A or (A, r’) is called subsemicomplex of (X, C) if (A, c’) 
itself is a semicomplex. 
(c) A CW-semicomplex (X, Z) of dimension n is said to be k-codimensi.onally regular if 
(Ii‘, : IIF U $3 C and P is a subsemicomplex of (X, e) for every q-cell e of C, n-k I q s n. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X be a C W-semicomplex and A a C W-subsemicomplex ofX. Then 
(X, A) is an NDR-pair (i.e. A is a Neighborhood Deformation Retract in X). 
Proof. We first prove that (Z, i) is an NDR-pair for each cell e of X. Let 
Qe : (lb U S, S)+(e U X@-I), Xc”-‘)) be the characteristic map of e. Consider the cone C 
with the vertex 0 and the base S”-’ - S, here 0 is the center of B”. Further S is an open 
subset of 9- ‘, so V = B” - C is obviously an open subset of l& U S. Now I/ can be pushed 
along the radius on S. This proves that (l!Y U S, S) is an NDR-pair. Therefore (c, P) is an 
NDR-pair. 
By means of a similar argument used to prove that a pair of CW-complexes is an 
NDR-pair (see, e.g. Dold[4; V, 2.141) we obtain the proposition. n 
From now on, we let M be a connected manifold of dimension n with a locally finite 
C W-semicomplex structure cM. Further, we shall assume that M is 1 -codimensionally regular. 
Then we have the following remarks: 
1.3 (i) As is well known, if M is a regular C W-complex, each (n- 1 )-cell of M is a face of 
exactly two n-cells of M (see [7; 111.2.21). From the usual proof of this assertion we can state 
that the same result is true in the case where we suppose only that A4 is a I-codimensionally 
regular CW-semicomplex. 
1.3 (ii) The I-codimensional regularity and the Homotopy Extension Property (see 
Proposition 1.2) of M, the Hausdorff property of M imply that for each n-cell e of C, there 
exists a neighborhood e, of P such that (e,, P) is a DR-pair. Further it implies that for 
e, e’ E M’“‘, if e, n e: # 0 we have P ll P’ # 8. 
For each q-cell e in M, we shall denote by 0, the image of the center of I@ under the 
characteristic map @, and 5 = Op,(O,- ‘(~)a~- IO,)) for x, y E t?. Here AB means the segment 
between two points A and B of Bq. We call 0, the center of e and F the segment between 
two points x and y of e. 
Let %Z be an (n - I)-cell of M. Then from 1.3(i), Q? is a face of exactly two n-cells e 
and e ‘. So we have respectively in e and e’ the segments O,O, and OwO,,. Joining these 
segments we have the path: 
-- 
[e, 59, e’] = O,O% v OwO,. 
and we call [e, 59, e’] an n-interval passing through the (n-I)-cell $?. Obviously, for each %? 
we have two n-intervals [e, %‘, e’] and [e’, %?:, e]. We specify one of them by [%‘I and the other 
by [%?I-‘. Actually, this means that we have given an orientation [%?I on the (n-l)-cell V. 
Dejinition 1.5. A path y on M will be called a n-path if it is joined by a finite number of 
n-intervals on M, i.e. IJ is of the form: 
y = [GF?,]” v [WJ? v . . . v [V/p 
where 6, = + 1, %?, are (n-1)-cells of M, 1 I i I k. In addition if y is a closed path and if 
%,, . . gk have a common (n-2)-face U, then y is a closed n-path around the (n-2) cell u. 
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Definition 1.6(Compare to [ll; 111.63. (a) Two n-paths 7 and ;” are said to be simply, 
equivalent if they are of the form: 
y = I, ” [%,l” v . . v [W,l’q v 12 
~1 = I, v [V;]‘i v . . . v [%;I’; v I2 
where I,, f, are two n-paths and [%?,]‘I v . . . v [W’,]‘q v [%$]-‘b v . . v [%?J-‘1 is a closed 
n-path around some (n-2)-cell of M. 
(b) Two n-paths y and y’ on A4 are said to be equivalent if there exists a finite number 
of n-paths’y,, . . . , yk such that y = y,, y’ = yk and y, is simply equivalent to y(+, for 
llilk-1. 
If ‘J and y’ are equivalent we write y w y’. Clearly this is an equivalence relation. 
Let M be given a base point * with * being the center of some n-cell e,, of M. Then. 
obviously, the equivalence classes of all closed n-paths at * form a group. Denote this group 
by Gw, *). Then we have the canonical homomorphism of groups: 
GM, *)-4M, *I. 
From the H.E.P. (see proposition 1.2) by considering the 2-skeleton of the dual 
decomposition of cM and by a slight modification of the usual argument (see Spanier[l I]) 
the homomorphism is an isomorphism: 
For the convenience of the reader, we shall give a direct simple proof of this result. 
It is a consequence of two lemmas (in the next section). To describe rrl(c,,,, *) we need the 
following notion: 
Definition 1.7. An n-tree T of M is a family of n-cells and (n-1)-cells such that their 
union is simply connected and such that each (n - I)-cell in T is a common face of two n-cells 
in T. 
An n-tree T is said to be maximal if it is not contained in any other n-tree. By the usual 
argument (see Spanier[l 11) we can show that such a maximal n-tree exists and each such 
maximal tree contains all n-cells of M. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let M be a connected manifold with a l-codimensionally regular CW- 
semicomplex structure cy and T a maximal n-tree of M. Let W denote the group generated 
by the elements g, indexed by the set M(“-” - MC”*” of all (n-l)-cells of M with the dejning 
relations: 
(1) g,= 1 if %ET 
(2) g;, . gzz. . . g;q = 1 if [%,l” V [%?2]~z v . . . v [%,]‘r is a closed n-path around some 
(n-2)ceN u of c~. 
Then we have: 
Proof Let e, be the n-cell containing the base point *. For each n-cell e of M, we fix 
an n-path 1, from e, to e in T. Note that f, can be chosen, since T is connected and contains 
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all n-cells of M. Thus, for each n-interval [%‘I = [e, %‘, e’] on M we have the n-path 
1, = I,, v [%?I v 1,’ and I,-, = l,, v [q3-’ v I,-’ = (l,)- ‘. From these, we define the map: 
cp : lv-+n,(c,, *) 
On the other hand we define the following map: 
Y : X,(CM, *)-+ IV 
[[59,]‘1 v . . . v [%YJ+g$l, . . . g!/ 
It is easily seen that C+CJ and Y are well-defined homomorphisms and they are inverse 
to each other. The theorem follows. n 
$2. PROOF OF THE ISOMORPHISM ~L,(c~, *)-vc,(M, *) 
LEMMA 2.1. An arbirrary path in M is always homotopic to a certain n-path on M. 
Proof. Let y : I = [0, 11-r M be a path in M. Since M is connected and c,,, is locally finite, 
then it is clear that y is homotopic to a path ending in the n-cells of M. So without loss of 
generality we suppose that y has its ends in the n-cells. Essentially, to prove the lemma we 
need only to show that y can be deformed into a path contained in a finite number of n-cells 
and (n-I)-cells and cutting any (n-1)-cell transversally. 
For each n-cell e of M, there is a neighborhood e, oft? as required in 1.3(ii). The family 
{e,[e is an n-cell of M) is an open covering of M. So we can divide the interval I into 
O=t,<t,... < t, = 1 such that y([t,_i, ti]) t e,‘, 1 I i I q for some n-cells ef. Here by 
means of 1.3(ii) we can assume that .?llC’+’ # 8 for 1 I i 5 q - 1. Because g’z U%US,, is 
contractible, y([t,_ ,, t,]) can be deformed into some path in P’. Therefore we can deform y 
into a path contained in a finite number of the closure of n-cells e’, P’, . . ., 2 and intersecting 
transversally the boundaries k’, . . ., Pq. If every point Mi = y(r,) belongs to an (n-I)-cell, the 
lemma is proved. Hence we suppose that there is some M, which belongs to a k-cell with 
k < n-l. Since M is a manifold there is a neighborhood VM, of M, homeomorphic to open 
n-ball k’. Let us choose V,, to be small enough such that M,$ V,,,, forj # i and V,,,, meets 
only a finite number of cells of M. Since V,, is contractible, we can deform the part of y in 
VIM, into a path in VM, which intersects the (n-1)-cells transversally. Since the number of 
points M, is finite, by this way we can deform y into a path contained in a finite number of 
n-cells and (n-I)-cells and cutting (n-I)-cells transversally as required above. 
The lemma is proved. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. If y and y ’ are two n-paths on M we have: 
y “y’oy zy’(rel I) 
lr!here 4 is the equivalence relation defined in 1.6. 
Proof. By definition (=P) is clear. So we need only to prove (G=). Suppose that 
F : I x I+ M is a homotopy F : y 2: y ‘ (rel I) between two n-paths y and y ‘. We consider the 
open covering {e,]e is an n-cell of M} of M as in proof of Lemma 2.1. Since F(Z x Z) is 
compact we can divide two unit intervals into: 0 = t, < t, < . < t, = 1 and 
o=s,<s,<... < sP = 1 such that: 
F([r,-,. 41 x [s,_,, s,)] -e e,", I I i I q, 1 sj sp 
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for some n-cells e’J of M. Now by the same argument in proof of Lemma 2.1. we can deform 
F(Z x Z) into a “surface” in M contained in a finite number of k-cells with k 2 n-2, and 
intersecting (n-2)-cells transversally. Clearly 7 can be deformed into 7’ by means of this 
“surface”. In this deformation, whenever the “surface” crosses an (n-2)-cell, the n-path ;’ is 
deformed into a new n-path which is simply equivalent o 7 (see 1.6(a)). Since the “surface” 
meets only a finite number of (n-2)-cells, we have y 5 7’. 
The lemma is proved. n 
The proof of the isomorphism n,(c,,,, *) z rc,(M, *), hence, is completed. From this 
isomorphism and Theorem 1.8 the fundamental group n,(M, *) of a manifold can be 
expressed in terms of an I-codimensionally regular CW-semicomplex structure given on 
M. 
53. THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP x,((M - K)/G). 
Let G be a group and M a manifold on which G acts properly discontinuously (see 
[12; 4.191). We are interested in the computation of the group n,(M/G) in terms of c,~. 
Generally, this is a difficult problem. We shall assume that M is 1-codimensionally regular 
and that cM is G-equivariant. 
We have the natural projection: 
p : M-M/G. 
The space M/G is not necessarily a CW-semicomplex and does not have necessarily 
I-codimensional regularity, however we can compute q(M/G) by a method similar to that 
in Theorem 1.8. in case G acts freely on M. 
First as in 1.4 we have the notion of an n-interval in M/G. For each (n-1)-cell 6? in 
M/G, there exists an (n-I)-cell %? in M such that p(g) = 4. From this we define the 
n-interval [@I by setting: 
whenever [%?I = [e, %, e’]. M is G-equivariant, so [a is well-defined and clearly 
[@J - ’ = p *([%I - ‘). Similarly the n-paths are defined on M/G. 
Between the n-paths on M/G there is an equivalence relation induced canonically from 
the equivalence relation between n-paths on M. Thus we obtain the group x,(c~,~, *) of 
all equivalence classes of the closed n-paths on M/G ending at a given base point, and 
evidently we have the homomorphism: zl(cMic, *)+q(M/G, *). 
By assumption G acts properly discontinuously on M, hence the projection p is a 
covering (see [12; 4.191) and therefore has the H.E.P. for all compact spaces. Applying the 
H.E.P. of the covering p for the spaces of one point {*> and Z (the unit interval) we can 
extend Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 to our case. So ~c,(c,,,,~, *)-+x,(M/G, *) is an isomorphism. 
Similar to Theorem 1.8 we have: 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the above assumption, let T be a maximal n-tree of M/G, and mG the 
group generated by ge indexed by the set (M’““‘/G) - (MC”-2’/G) of all (n-1)-cells of M/G 
with the defining relations: 
(1) gcz= 1 if&T 
(2) g; .g;, . . . . g2 = 1 if [%?,I” v [%?$ v . . 
some (n-2j-celi u of ti. 
v [‘%,J’* is a closed n-path on M around 
Then we have: n,(M/G, *) 1 wG in case G acts freely on M. 
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Let M and G be as above, K a G-invariant subspace of M which is the underlying space 
of a G-equivariant CW-subsemicomplex of dimension n-2 of h4. Obviously the above 
theorem can be extended to consider x,((M - K)/G). Then we have: 
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the above assumption, let T be a maximal n-tree of M/G, I? the 
group generated by ga indexed by the set (IV”‘-‘)/G) - (IV’“-~‘/G) ofall (n-l )cells of M/G with 
the defining relations: 
(1) g@=l if&T 
(2) gZ;g&. . . ..gz =if[%7,3” v [%J” v . . . 
some (n-2)-cell u of M ‘- K. 
v [VJ’~ is a closed n-path on M around 
Then n,((M - K)/G) z I@ in case G acts freely on M - K. 
This result will be the main tool in proving our main result in $5. 
II. THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP OF THE SPACE OF REGULAR ORBITS OF THE AFFINE WEYL 
GROUPS 
$4. A CW-SEMICOMPLEX DECOMPOSITION OF @” 
For later convenience, we first recall some known facts about Weyl groups and affine 
Weyl groups. Let V = KY’ be the real n-dimensional Euclidean space with scalar product 
(a, b), and R a root system in V (see [2; VI, 1.11). Let A(R) denote the group of auto- 
morphisms of the vector space V, preserving R. For each a E R let s,(x) = x - (x, ~)a. Then 
s,EA(R). 
(2.1) The Weyl group W(R) of the root system R is the subgroup of A(R), generated by 
the reflections s,, a E R. 
For a E R, k E Z, we define a hyperplane in I/: 
Lil,k = {x E Vl(x, a) = k}. 
Let s,.~ denote the orthogonal reflection to La,k. Then: 
(4.2) The group of affine transformations of V generated by s,,k.a E R, k E Z, is called the 
ajine Weyl group of the root system R. It is denoted by W,(R). 
Given a root system R of V, in the sequel we shall write W for the Weyl group W(R) 
or the affine Weyl group W,(R), and I: for the set of all reflections in W. As in [2] the 
reflections in W(R) and W,(R) are respectively the reflections s,, a E R, and the reflections 
s,,~, a E R, k E 7. For each s E X, we have the hyperplane in V: 
of the fixed points of s in I/. Thus we have a family of hyperplanes in V: X(W) = {H,(s E ZZ). 
Recall that H, = Ll,k for some a E R, k E Z. 
Let X = f H,; i E I] be a locally finite family of hyperplanes in V. For each i E I we have 
a linear function U, : V+R such that H, = Ker u,. We set: 
(4.3) v,’ = {x E VICUi(X) > o} E = + 1. 
Clearly V - H, consists of two connected components V,l, 6 = + 1. In a natural way, 
we have a cellular decomposition c( P’, X) of the space I/ as follows. An arbitrary cell in 
c( V. X) is an equivalence class given by the equivalence relation: 
“For s. ~9 E V, s and J‘ are equivalent if and only if ui(x) . q(p) > 0 or u,(x) = u,(y) = 0 
with H, E N”. 
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In particular, we have the following observations: 
(a) An arbitrary n-cell of C( V, X) is an equivalence class C such that U,(X) . u,(_r+) > 0 
for every x, y E C, i E I. It is called a chamber of the family X (see [2; V.1.21). 
Given a chamber C, we call a wall of C any hyperplane H, E X which intersects the 
closure c of C in an (n-1)-dimensional subset. We shall denote by S(C) the subset of I 
consisting of all indices i E I such that H, is a wall of C. 
(b) Obviously a cell of dimension lower than n is contained in the closure 5; of a certain 
chamber C. The closure of such a cell is the intersection of c and some its walls: 
c fl ( A HI,}. We denote by C ,,,, .,, the cell whose closure is c fl ( A Hli). 
Le; ‘P’c = V + PV be the complexification of V. Clearly V_‘L ‘P. We shall give a 
cellular decomposition ,z( Vc, X) of Vc obtained from X in a natural way. The idea of the 
present formulation was inspired by the cellular decomposition on Iwq by Nakamura[8] and 
by Nakamura-Huynh Mui[9]. The decomposition C( k’c, X) is given as follows: 
(a) An arbitrary 2n-cell in c( Vc, ,X) is of the form C + PI’ with C being a 
chamber of X. 
(b) An arbitrary (2n-1)-cell in ,z( Vc, .X) is of the form C, + flVI( with C, and V,( 
as in above notations. 
(c) A cell of dimension I 2n-1 is of the form: 
Ci,y...,,+J-lo l<k<n 
where D is any cell in ,z( V, {H,,, . . ., H,, 1). 
It is easy to check that ,z( V, X) and c( Vc, X) are cellular decompositions on V and 
Ve respectively. 
Application. In the case when X = X(W), by the above way we have cellular 
decomposition on Vand Vc. Denote them by c( V, W) and c( Vc, W) respectively. It is easily 
seen that they are CW-semicomplex decomposition on V and Vc. In this case we have: 
dim CC,,. . ,k +J-r(v;;n...nV;;))=2n-k. 
$5. THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP n,( Y,/ W) 
In this section, we are going to compute the fundamental group of the space of regular 
orbits Y,,,/ W with respect to the Weyl group or the affine Weyl group W. We recall that: 
Yw= Vc--D with D = u (H,+,/?H,). 
sex 
As already seen in the preceding section, we have the CW-semicomplex structure 
c( Vc, W) on V,. Moreover we can check that W acts properly discontinuously on Y,, that 
c( V,, W) is W-equivariant and that D is a W-invariant (2n-2)-subsemicomplex of C( Vc, W). 
So we can use Corollary 3.2 to compute the group TL,( Yw/ W). 
First we give an orientation of each (2n-1)-cell in V,. By definition every (2n-1)-cell is 
of the form: C, + -Vi, with C, c H,. Since H, = L,., for some E E Iw and k E Z we can 
select in 4.3 u,(.) = (. , cc)-k. Then we define: 
(5.1) [c,+Ji-lv,‘]~[c+~v,c,+;‘-1v,‘.~(c)+,/-1vl 
whenever C c V,‘, for every chamber C and s E S(C). 
Next we determine the generators of n,( Y,/ W). As we know, the group W acts 
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transitively on the set of chambers, hence it does so on the set of 2n-ceils of Vc. Therefore 
there is only one 2n-cell in Y,/ W and the only maximal 2n-tree consists only of this 2n -cell. 
So the base point can be chosen to be an inner point of this 2n-cell. By the transitivity of 
the action of W, the (2n- l)-cells and (2n-2)-cells of Yw/ W are the image of the (2n-l )-cells 
and (2n-2)-cells on the boundary of a given 2n-cell. So we can without loss of generality fix 
a chamber C and consider only the images of (2n-I)-cells and (2n-2)-cells on the boundary 
of 2n-cell C + J-r V. 
LEMMA 5.2. n,( Y,/ W) is the group generated by the elements g,, s E S(C). 
Proof. The (2n-I)-cells in Y,/W are the images of the following (2n-1)-cells in 
Y, : C, + J-1 V,‘, s E S(C), 6 = f I. Moreover we have: 
s(C, + J-iv,‘, = (C, + J-3-‘, 
and the images of the cells C, + flk’,‘, s E S(C), are pairwise different because two 
distinct cells in the closure of the chamber C are not conjugate under W. According to 
Corollary 3.2 the lemma is proved. R 
Finally we determine the defining relations between the generators g,, s E S(C), of the 
group IC,( Y,/ W). They are given by the (2n-2) cells in Y,. By the transitivity of the action 
of W and since c( Vc, W) is W-equivariant we need only to consider the (2n-2)-cells on the 
boundary of the 2n-cell C + J-1 V. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let m(s, t) denote the order of the element st of W for s, t E S(C). Then 
the de$ning relations between the generators of the group q( Y,/ W) are given as follows: 
k&k&) -k = 1 if m(s, t) = 2k 
kgJkg8g, - ‘kg,) -k = 1 if m(s,t)=2k+l 
for s, t ES(C). 
Proof. Since Y, = Vc - D with D = Lx (H, + fl H,), the (2n-2)-cells on the 
boundary of the cell C + &-IV in Y, are of the form: 
C ::;‘= cx.,+ JZ(v; n v,‘). 
According to Corollary 3.2 to find the relation given by the (2n-2)-cell C:: c we consider 
the arrangement of the (2n-I)-cells around C:;:‘. For this purpose we consider a 2-plane 
perpendicular to the (2n-2)-cell C$ at an inner point of this cell. 
In this 2-plane L, the (2n-2)-cell C$ is represented by a point: L n C:;:’ = M; the 
intersection of each (2n-l)-cell around C::;’ with L is represented by a straight line passing 
through this point. Consequently the arrangement of the (2n-l)-cells around C:;:’ can be 
imagined by drawing the 2-plane L as in Fig. 1 (see next page). 
Moreover we have clearly: L n (H, + &?HJ = L n H,, for s E Z. So Fig. 1 coincides 
with the figure obtained by cutting the hyperplanes H,, s E E, on a plane perpendicular to 
H, n H,. 
By [2] the angle between H, and H, is equal to (z/m(s, t)): 
L W,, H,> = --!!_- 
m(S, t) 
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Fig. 1. 
and there are exactly m(s, t) hyperplanes in X(W) which contains the intersection H, fi H,. 
They can be obtained from either PI, or H, under the action of W : H,, H,, tH,, tsH,, r~tH,~, 
. . .) tst * * . H,, here r = s if m(s, t ) is odd and r = t if m(s, t) is even. Therefore there are -_ 
tiS.0 - 2 
exactly 2m(s, t) cells of dimension (2n-1) in Y, having C:::’ as a common face. First 
C, + flV; and C, + GV: are two (2n-l)-cells in Yw having C::F as a face. We 
denote them by o, and 6, respectively. The other (2n-I)-cells having C:::’ as a face are: to,, 
ts~,, . . ., (or. . .) c,,, (SD, . . ) o,,* . . ,, stu,, so,. Here r’ = f, r” = s if m(s, t) is odd and r’ = s, 
rn=l m(s,t)-1 
r” = t if m(s, t) is even. The arrangement of them is as in the following figure: 
(tst...)ar, 
(sts.. 
So with the orientation (5.1) (we can change the sign of some roots if it is necessary) 
we have the closed 2n-path around the cell C:::‘: [a,] v [taJ v . . v [(tst . . .)a,] 
v [(SO . . .)a,]-’ v . . . v [a,] -’ if m(s, t) is odd [oJ v [taJ v . . . v [(et. . .)oJ 
v [(SLY. . .)uJ -’ v . . . v [aS] -’ if m(s, t) is even. 
According to Corollary 3.2, projecting it on Y,/W we get the relation between the 
generators of n,( Y,/ W). The (2n-1)-cells wrr,, w E W, are projected on the same (2n-1)-cell 
in Y,/W, the (2n-l)-cells wrr,, w E W, are projected on the same (2n-I)-cell in Y,/ W. 
Moreover the images of the cells o, and cI are different. Therefore the relation given by 
CC. L’ is. 5.1 . 
k&)k(&&) -k = 1 if m(s, t) = 2k 
(&&)kg& - ‘(g&L) -k = 1 if m(s,t)=2k+l. 
The lemma is proved. 
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From these lemmas we obtain: 
THEOREM 5.4. The fundamental group R,( Y,/ W) of the space of regular orbits of a Weyi 
group or ajine Weyl group W has a presentation with the generators g,, s E S(C), and the 
defining relations : 
gsfT,g,. . * = g,a, . . . 
m(s, t) factors m(s, t) factors 
Proof. The form of relations in Theorem 5.4 is yet another form for the defining 
relations in Lemma 5.3. W 
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